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towards the end of the polling week of the 2006 election, the Assembly of 
christian churches in Fiji (AccF) ran a full-page advertisement in the Fiji 
Times. on the right side of the page was a christian cross, below which the Fiji 
flag flew over a map of Fiji. the text on the left side of the page ran:

tHe ASSemBlY oF cHriStiAn cHurcHeS in Fiji (AccF) iS reQueStinG 
cHurcHeS 
that we all please go    
and vote during this election! 
note: pArliAment iS tHe Supreme lAW mAKinG BoDY oF tHiS 
nAtion. 
it is God’s Will that the laws of this land are based on the laws of God!  
it iS tHereFore tHe DutY oF All citiZenS oF tHiS nAtion to elect 
A GoD-FeArinG & proVen prime miniSter2 
whose party will make righteous laws

prov 29:2
When the righteous are in authority the people rejoice:
But when a wicked man rules, the people groan. nKjV3

GoD iS WitH uS
when we build our nation according to His ways!
But nAtion BuilDinG WitHout GoD iS A reWArDleSS lABour!

ps127:1
unless the lorD builds the house, they labour in vain who build it;
unless the lorD guards the city, the watchman stays awake in vain nKjV
in nation building, Fiji must be ruled
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By the laws of God given at
mt Sinai and at calvary.
Building with the practice of compromising christian and non-christian values
as already reflected in the constitution4

is misleading the nation to stand on false foundation
which is demonic and distasterous [sic] in nature.
tHiS Will SurelY BrinG curSeS upon tHe nAtion:
· Droughts and famines! · earthquakes and tsunamis!5

· poverty and slavery! · Diseases and Deaths!
 (Amos 4: 7–11)

Healthy nation Building should be founded on God’s law
which reflects the higher and eternal values of the Kingdom of God
· loVe  juStice · peAce
· reconciliAtion · unitY
We tHereFore HAVe no option But to Vote For tHAt leADer WHo 
cHeriSHeS AnD liVeS BY GoD’S lAWS
only then would we be assured of peace and prosperity
 (ezekiel 34: 22–31)6

putting aside questions of the legality of this kind of advertisements during 
the election – when political advertising is banned – the advertisement raises 
questions about the style of governance proposed for Fiji. it is indicative not of 
the views of a small fundamentalist section of the community, but of major and 
influential christian churches, including the methodist church, the Assemblies 
of God (AoG), the christian mission Fellowship (cmF), the church of 
God (coc), and a host of other pentecostal churches, all of which form the 
membership of the AccF.7 For people living in Fiji, its message was clear: vote 
for laisenia Qarase and the SDl (Soqosoqo Duavata ni Lewenivanua) or face 
spiritual and material disaster. moreover, it was a clear call to mobilize Fijians to 
participate in the election in order to achieve a christian state in which Fijians 
would hold paramountcy. the advertisement relied heavily on established 
cultural structures and values in calling the methodist and pentecostal churches 
to respond to issues within the Fijian community.8 in this chapter, i explore 
the common ideological framework of the member churches of the AccF in 
relation to the political sphere; and the way it informed the religious rhetoric 
of the 2006 election. 

to understand the underlying logic of these churches, it is necessary 
to understand how christianity has become central to Fijian identity and 
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the values it implies for Fijians. methodism first came to Fiji through the 
Wesleyan methodist missionary Society in 1835.9 the conversion of cakobau, 
a paramount chief, was pivotal for the missionaries, as large numbers of 
conversions followed. called lotu (religion), methodism became appropriated 
to such an extent that it has become viewed as one of the three pillars of Fijian 
society and culture, of which the other two pillars are the vanua (land and 
community) and matanitu (chiefly system).10  the introduction of catholicism, 
Anglicanism, presbyterianism, Seventh-Day Adventism and, later, Hinduism, 
Sikhism, and islam, brought by the indentured labourers, meant that religion 
in Fiji quickly became pluralistic, but the majority of indigenous Fijians have 
remained methodist. current figures suggest that 93 per cent of the methodist 
church members are Fijian.11 

if the methodist church has remained the largest christian church – with 
36.3 per cent of the total population of Fiji – it has, since the 1960s, also played 
an increasingly important political role. Before then, indigenous Fijians were 
tied to their villages, and obliged to provide services for the chiefs under the 
Fijian regulations. With the abolition of the regulations in the mid-1960s, 
the strength of the rural chiefly order was eroded, with the result that many 
Fijians migrated to urban areas. During this process, the methodist church 
also became progressively more influential in the political sphere.12  

to begin with, many politicians and political agitators have been trained as 
pastors in the methodist church, and, therefore, their politics are informed 
by a combination of Fijian cultural values, the specific type of methodism 
that arrived with the missionaries, and by more recent contact with the 
middle east. For instance, in the 1970s, Sakeasi Butadroka, the founder of 
the Fijian nationalist party and a politician who was vocal in fighting for 
Fijian paramountcy, was a methodist lay preacher.13  While he and his party 
advocated the deporting of indo-Fijians back to india, Fijian soldiers returning 
from peacekeeping in the middle east brought back reports about israel. 
According to Garrett, this revived the methodist emphasis on Sabbatarianism, 
the old testament notion that the seventh day should be a day of rest, in 
conjunction with Fijian ideas of tabu, where holiness is associated with 
prohibition. the ideas that the descendants of the indentured labourers 
should return to india with their idolatrous religions and that Sunday should 
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be an enforced day of rest became central themes for the increasingly political 
rhetoric of the taukei.14 

then, in 1987, coup leader Sitiveni rabuka claimed he was ‘moses of the 
chosen people’ and that christianity should be the official religion of Fiji 
– at the expense of the indo-Fijians who were represented as heathens who 
threatened to overtake Fijian land.15 Aligned closely with the methodist church, 
rabuka invited people such as his kinsman and methodist minister, raikivi, 
to serve as a minister in the interim government.16 Further, while rabuka was 
filmed preaching his politics in his role as pastor for the methodist church, 
indo-Fijians were harassed and beaten in disturbances on the streets of Suva.17 
meanwhile, the general secretary of the methodist church and supporter of 
rabuka, reverend manasa lasaro, was central in influencing the military’s 
decision to impose the Sunday Decree, which prohibited all work on Sundays. 
in response to the interim government’s attempt to lessen the impact of the 
decree, roadblocks were set up at 70 places around Suva. At the same time, a 
split was deepening between rival factions in the methodist church, with the 
consequence that the president of the church, rev. josateki Koroi, who opposed 
rabuka, was ousted in favour of reverend ratu isireli caucau.18  

looking back at that period, lasaro explained that he would still ‘like to see 
that Sunday is kept a special day in this country’.19 For him, keeping Sunday 
as a day of rest is a sign that moral values are kept and maintained. the 1980s 
were about Fijians finding a voice:

We don’t want to be pushed around by any other country, no matter who it is: the colonial 
government or other foreign countries which are very active in this region, particularly 
new Zealand and Australia and of course india…  even now the feelings are still strong… 
What rabuka did [the 1987 coup] sort of opened the door to indigenous Fijians. now, 
with the present government [under SDl], we have seen affirmative action and since 
then we find a lot of Fijians going into commercial activities, a lot of Fijians have gone to 
higher educational institutions, a lot of Fijians have started asking questions about their 
own destiny as a people…

Here, lasaro combines the politics of maintaining indigenous identity in 
the face of the forces of globalization with the religious and moral expression of 
keeping Sunday as a day of rest. Although lasaro seemed to be arguing that it 
was not so much the indo-Fijian community that was to blame for the threats 
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to indigenous identity, but foreign governments, in an interview conducted a 
few days before, he had noted:

Fijian interests are not exclusive to Fijians. traditionally, Fijians are a very caring community. 
they will inconvenience themselves to accommodate the needs of their guests and friends. 
But the impact of economic and social changes has changed this dramatically in terms of 
property ownership; Fijians feel that sooner or later they will – what they hold so dear to 
them will be taken away by somebody else, whether he’s european, indian or anybody 
else for that matter.20 

the perception of Fijians as the authentic landowners and indo-Fijians as 
guests strongly resonates with the view that the AccF has placed at the centre 
of its ethos. However, it differs in that lasaro’s emphasis remains on a fear that 
Fijian land and, by association, their culture, will be taken away from them by 
foreigners. By contrast, the AccF emphasises the importance of Fijian unity, 
in accordance with God’s plan.

Despite the visibility of methodist church leaders in politics, the church’s 
dominance has not remained uncontested by those Fijians who converted to 
other denominations. While pentecostal and evangelical churches had been 
entering Fiji since the Assemblies of God was first established in 1926, their 
numbers burgeoned after independence in 197021 and most of their converts 
have been Fijian methodists. in the villages, such churches were perceived as 
threatening the chief and the chiefly system,22 and, before 1987, they had to be 
registered. now, however, they are free to establish themselves, despite periodic 
calls from the methodist church for their numbers to be limited. thus, the 
post-election coup led to methodist leaders undertaking a different strategy 
and spearheading the unification of many of these churches with the methodist 
church under the umbrella organisation, the AccF.	23

the 2000 coup demonstrated that sentiments from 1987 remained strong 
in parts of the Fijian community, despite much of the community rejecting 
the arguments of George Speight, or no longer viewing a coup as an acceptable 
way to achieve Fijian ethno-nationalist objectives. this became clear when the 
actions of christian leaders differed during and after the coup. For example, 
rev. ratu epeli Kanaimawi, head of the Worldwide church of God and a chief 
of cakaudrove, led the Great council of chiefs into a meeting of mediation 
with Speight.24 meanwhile, reverend Kurulo, head of the christian mission 
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Fellowship, wrote to Speight to demand the release of the hostages, and called 
prayer meetings. Speight then asked Kurulo for a reconciliation meeting to be 
held at parliament, at which a group of pastors spoke with him and visited the 
hostages.25 While the timing of Kurulo’s visit is not clear, it was reported that 
leaders from the methodist church, All nations, and Apostles Gospel outreach 
Fellowship international (AGoFi) participated in a ‘Festival of praise’ at the 
parliamentary complex.26

churches such as the Seventh-Day Adventists,	27 the AoG, Fiji, the cmF, 
the united pentecostal church international of Fiji, and the Anglican church 
denounced the coup in advertisements in the The Fiji Times and the Daily 
Post.28 the president of the methodist church, reverend tomasi Kanailagi, 
also took out a full-page advertisement which said that, while Speight’s terrorist 
activities could not be supported, the methodist church supported the interim 
government, because all of Speight’s objectives had been met,29 a view often 
reiterated during the coup.30

As a result of feelings that ‘the Fijian people were very much fragmented’, 
leaders from the AoG made a traditional approach to rev. Kanailagi and asked 
him to call a meeting of churches, the consequence of which was the formation 
of the AccF.31  pastor tamani, an influential leader in the cmF, noted that, 
‘we wanted to prove to the Great council of chiefs that these small churches, 
we can work together. the problem is not in the church. the problem is in 
leadership’.32 in this way, the member churches of the newly established AccF 
shared the vision of uniting the indigenous Fijian community into a political 
force through the unity of churches as part of God’s plan. if the methodist 
and pentecostal God is the spiritual pinnacle of the AccF, the administrative 
organization is chaired by a leading member of the methodist church: in 
2006, that member is reverend Waqairatu, the methodist church’s assistant 
general secretary. 

in the view of AccF leaders, the wounds between Fijians must be healed 
before any healing of the nation can be undertaken.33  Such a view is predicated 
on the continuing theme that Fijians as the indigenous landowning people 
should have privileges over and above other Fiji citizens, particularly indo-
Fijians, who are viewed as guests. this was echoed in an interview with rev. 
matalomani, coordinator for the AccF:
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Forget about the indians. it’s amongst the Fijians and, if the Fijians are unhappy, the 
indians will be in trouble too because we will not give up our land. When the Fijians 
are satisfied that their land, their right to belonging comes back to them, we are a giving 
people, we are an accommodating race, and it is only the differences in the political field 
that are blowing out the racial differences.34

this view is typical in that it continues to promote the idea that Fijian 
landownership is threatened by changes in the law, despite the fact that, by 
1992, 87 per cent of the land in Fiji has been categorized as native land35, and 
despite the protection of Fijian land in the constitution. in contrast to rabuka 
and lasaro, people like reverend matalomani no longer consider indo-Fijians 
an imminent threat. rather, they view Fijians as having suffered primarily from 
colonization, when laws robbed Fijians of land that was rightfully theirs, and 
they consider, therefore, that such laws need to be revisited.36  However, once 
again, the threat to Fijian unity is seen to come from outside. 

the AccF’s vision statement is that AccF members must strive to make 
Fiji ‘God’s treasured possession’, as a nation that honours and glorifies God. 
Further elaborated into four principles, the mission statement notes that all 
flocks must unite, members should live God’s way of love, leadership should be 
God-fearing, and Fiji should be reconciled for peace and prosperity. reverend 
Kanaimawi (the acting chairman at the time of interview) further explained 
that the last principle is drawn from corinthians ii:5, which describes God’s 
reconciliation to humanity through christ.37 the principle also resonates with 
concerns regarding the reconciliation of Fijian communities (vanua) after the 
2000 coup, and echoes the Fijian notion of the good chief, who, by virtue of 
his wisdom, bestows peace and prosperity upon the village, thus revealing a 
conjunction between ideas about chiefliness and lotu.

in advocating that members strive for a nation that honours and glorifies 
God, the vision statement implicitly endorses the notion of a christian state, 
where all laws are based on christian teachings as interpreted by the member 
churches of the AccF. While this is the same stance that rabuka held in 
1987,38 many accept that, if Fiji were to become a christian state, those who 
are not christian should be tolerated, providing they conducted themselves 
according to christian law.39 the notion of the exclusively christian state has 
periodically emerged since the 1987 coups, and it reappeared in march 2006 
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in an AccF project aimed at healing the land, which then became a call to 
make each province in Fiji christian. 

‘Healing the land’ is the core project of the evangelical Fellowship, recently 
renamed the covenant evangelical church and a member of the AccF. under 
the project, a team visits the provinces to reconcile chiefs and all the christian 
denominations in the villages, and to eradicate social ills. reverend Kanaimawi, 
who was acting chairman of the AccF in 2005, described them as:

very skilled in healing the land. they go out to the village and get all the villagers, 
irrespective of what church they are, look at their problems, do a spiritual mapping, map 
out where the devil has been influential – whether it’s a killing field in one place or it’s 
where they worshipped demons in the past – and then they cleanse those out. then the 
people repent for what they have done and ask God to come in and the whole village just 
transforms itself.40

critics have noted that ‘healing the land’ includes exorcising gods of other 
religions (including Hinduism) from the land, and supporting the political 
rhetoric of the SDl; a counter to the army’s truth and justice exercise.41   only 
two months before the 2006 election, ratu Soqosoqo, an influential member 
of the AccF and Kadavu chief, was reported as saying that, ‘if we cannot 
make Fiji a christian country then we chiefs should make our territories and 
everyone in it christians’.42

While the provinces experience a particular kind of christian revival, Fijian 
allegiance to the increasing diversity of emerging pentecostal/evangelical churches 
is not, according to Kanaimawi, considered a threat to the established churches, 
but rather ‘a link for us to some greater things that God is preparing’.43 this 
statement demonstrates the AccF’s strategy of incorporation and cooperation 
between churches as much as it does the theological importance of the return of 
jesus to harvest souls at the ‘end-times’, in which most of the member churches 
believe. indeed, as almost all these churches except the methodist church are 
pentecostal/evangelical, with roots in the uS pentecostal movement, their 
theology is based on the idea of being born again with the entry of the Holy 
Spirit and the conviction that the end-times, when christians will be saved 
and havoc wreaked upon the earth and unbelievers, are near.44  the extent to 
which most member churches are theologically similar enables the AccF to 
draw upon and coordinate the different strengths of the churches in different 
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activities. For instance, the cmF has AccF support in inviting international 
evangelists to Fiji, and the covenant evangelical church conducts ceremonies 
to heal the land in the provinces on the AccF’s behalf.45 

under the previous government, the AccF worked closely with government 
and was perceived as a think-tank for the prime minister. AccF leaders 
justified this as furthering the project of reconciliation among Fijians, which is 
criticized by those arguing for ethnic equality.46 certainly, the prime minister 
is known for his devout methodism, and his comments before the election 
showed his commitment to AccF principles. He argued the need for a Fijian 
prime minister and for the notion that Fiji was a nation of communities rather 
than a nation of individuals, where communal needs (and particularly those 
of Fijians) needed to be respected over and above the individualism that he 
perceived in human rights, saying:

now for the Fijian people, we need to be acutely aware that democracy in terms of every 
individual being equal in their basic rights and freedom is quite different from the value 
systems that provide the basis for traditional Fijian society.47

According to Qarase, the fact that Fijians were both numerically ‘the majority 
community’ and the landowners meant that the Fijian people should be 
consulted first over national issues. if this suggests a belief in Fijian paramountcy, 
the SDl manifesto openly expresses the values behind their objectives as:

1) the ideals and principles of the christian faith
2) respect for the Vanua and the cultures and traditions of the indigenous Fijians and 

rotumans
3) respect for the cultures, traditions and religious beliefs of other communities in 

Fiji
4) recognition for the paramountcy of indigenous Fijian and rotuman interests, as 

proclaimed in the constitution
5) respect for legal authority and law and order
6) respect for human and group rights
7) Honesty in public life and general standards of conduct, which reflect our fundamental 

beliefs.48

With christianity at the apex of SDl values, SDl uses the symbol of the 
dove to represent their commitment to christianity, but, for Fijians, this is 
clearly a reference to a christianity embedded in the particular brand of Fijian 
cultural values propagated by the AccF. reflecting AccF concerns, points 
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1, 2, and 4 all show that the SDl give priority to indigenous christian Fijians 
and rotumans and their communities over other citizens and individual rights 
in Fiji.49 likewise, point 6 suggests that group rights should be considered 
as much as human rights, which are often perceived by AccF members as 
individualistic and therefore foreign.50 in addition, if the SDl shares its ideology 
with the AccF, their allegiance is also displayed openly in political events. For 
example, religious leaders from the methodist church and the AoG led the 
prayers at the launch of the SDl manifesto at a rally in Suva.51

As the turn-out in the elections steadied, the AccF advertisement discussed 
earlier, appeared in The Fiji Times, a clear call to indigenous Fijians to vote in 
support of Qarase and the SDl, and a sign of AccF’s continued participation 
in the political sphere. many AccF principles appeared in this advertisement, 
with particular emphasis on mobilizing members to vote for God-fearing 
leadership in order that they may live by christian laws, especially in response 
to the constitution’s tolerance of homosexuality.52 the latter became publicized 
in a local case in which an Australian tourist and a local were sentenced to 
two years’ prison for homosexuality. the High court over-rode the sentence 
by referring to the constitution, which effectively legalizes private consensual 
homosexual relationships. in response, the methodist church publicized its 
rejection of homosexuality as a civil right by organizing a protest march in 
nausori, with the intention of organizing further marches around the country, 
a move supported by the AoG.53 reverend Waqairatu was further reported as 
saying that homosexuality could only be eradicated if everyone was converted 
to christianity or other religions.54 in support, the AccF leadership sent a 
letter to the government, arguing against ‘all sexual perversions that somewhat 
has [sic] been encouraged by the so-called ‘sexual orientation’ clause in the 
constitution Section 38 (2) (a)’.55 commonly viewed as foreign, this clause is 
perceived as threatening the morality of the Fijian community and disengaging 
them from God’s blessings.56

thus, the AccF’s concerns about Fiji legislation relate specifically to 
existing laws about land, reconciliation between Fijians, and sexual morality, 
as instances of the need to correct the relationship of indigenous Fijians to each 
other and to God. in the leadership’s view, when the relationship with God is 
correct, all else will fall into place (a concept i have heard many times when 
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interviewing AccF leaders). notwithstanding this view, the advertisement 
in the election showed that the AccF leaders were also aware that christians 
belonging to AccF churches needed to be mobilized to vote for the correct 
political leader. Given their close relationship and shared vision with Qarase 
and the SDl, the AccF leaders were faced with a potential problem over and 
above that of ensuring that a Fijian prime minister was elected: the problem 
being that, if Fijians were not mobilized into voting and the indo-Fijian Fiji 
labour party (Flp) were to win, the political influence of the AccF would 
likely cease altogether.

After the election, Qarase thanked God for his victory, saying, ‘i would like 
to acknowledge the hand of God for the victory. i believe God has a plan for 
Fiji and the SDl is part of that plan for Fiji’.57 elsewhere, he is reported as 
thanking ‘the christian churches and people for their prayers and members 
of the Great council of chiefs for their support’, saying that he believed, ‘it 
is the lord’s choice that allowed his party to remain in power for another 
term’.58 the swearing-in was opened with methodist prayers. many of Qarase’s 
ministers are methodists, including josefa Vosanibola, ratu meli Saukuru, 
misaele Weleilakeba, and jone Waqairatu; the last of whom is also the brother 
of reverend Waqairatu, assistant general secretary of the methodist church 
and chairman of the AccF.59

therefore, it might have been a surprise for the AccF leadership that, despite 
Qarase’s belief in the need for a Fijian government to promote Fijian interests 
and his preference for the Flp to stay in opposition,60 he offered the opposition 
seats in the cabinet.61 As the offer was perhaps a tactical manoeuvre, Qarase 
was himself a little surprised that the Flp accepted.62 For his part, Kanaimawi 
noted that a multiparty cabinet would not work, but that it was ‘worth giving 
it a try’.63 Given the oppositional aspirations of the two parties, whereby the 
SDl wishes to promote christian and Fijian interests, while the Flp seeks to 
promote indo-Fijians as citizens with equal political rights, the move towards 
a multiparty cabinet is indeed ambitious. 

the rhetoric of the AccF’s advertisement thus draws from culturally 
accepted ideas about how to bring God’s blessings to Fiji, which are circulating 
in many of the christian Fijian communities. According to these ideas, if 
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people in Fiji do not recognise the need for God’s leadership, the end-times 
will bring retribution to all. A multiparty cabinet, therefore, brings with it the 
ambivalence and tensions of a compromise, which, in the final judgement, is 
not in the interests of the AccF.

Notes
1  research in this paper draws on the results of research conducted since 2001. the first period 
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2 Fijian laisenia Qarase, head of the SDl (Soqosoqo Duavata ni Lewenivanua) party, was a 
staunch methodist and previous prime minister, whereas indo-Fijian mahendra chaudhry, 
head of the Fiji labour party (Flp), had been deposed in the 2000 coup.

3  new King james Version.
4  this refers most particularly to the constitution’s tolerance of homosexuality.
5  the reference to tsunamis had particular currency, given the tsunami warning issued in Suva 

in the early hours of 4 may 2006.
6  The Fiji Times, 10 may 2006, p.22. the same advertisement appeared in Fiji Daily Post and the 

Fiji Sun immediately prior to the elections (6 may 2006 and 7 may 2006, respectively). rev. 
Akuila Yabaki, head of the citizens constitutional Forum (ccF), subsequently complained 
about them to the police and the Supervisor of elections (pers.comm. jone Dakuvula, 20 
june 2006).

7  current members are listed as: the Apostles Gospel outreach Fellowship international 
(AGoFi); Assemblies of God, Fiji (AoG); christian mission Fellowship (cmF); christian 
outreach centre (coc); church of God of Fiji (coG); covenant evangelical church 
(cec), [formerly the evangelical Fellowship]; Grace Baptist church; Advanced Breakthrough 
ministry (ABc); jesus power church; the methodist church in Fiji and rotuma; the 
methodist Davuilevu theological college; new life centre; pentecostal churches of Fiji; 
rescue mission Fellowship; the redeemed christian church of God (rccG), the Worldwide 
church of God in Fiji and tonga; the Fiji Brethren Assemblies partnership (Gospel churches); 
the Family life ministry; the new methodist church; Fiji Baptist convention; the prison 
chaplancy; impact World tour/YWAm; prison Fellowship; Global Sports ministries; Summit 
ministries (World Views); teach us to pray (ministry); and Assemble communication (AccF, 
2005). churches that strongly diverge from these views and which remain outside the AccF 
include the roman catholic church, the Anglican and presbyterian churches, the Salvation 
Army, the Seventh-day Adventists, the latter-day Saints and the jehovah’s Witnesses.
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8  in this way, this paper reflects carrithers’ argument that there is a need for anthropologists 
to study rhetoric as a form of persuasion which draws from cultural structures to respond 
imaginatively to historical events (carrithers, m. 2005. ‘Why Anthropologists Should Study 
rhetoric’, Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 11(3):577–583).
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11  For more details see, newland, l. 2006. ‘Fiji’ in ernst, m. (ed.) 2006. Globalization and the 
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